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There are quite a few things to share that are time sensitive so we are
sneaking in a second September newsletter.
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P1s
Welcome to all of our new P1s who are now settled brilliantly into
class. The way they adapt to new routines is remarkable, a huge
thanks to all of the families who worked to get them ready for school.
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DYNAMIC EARTH VISIT
We are thrilled to be letting you know that during the first week of
October the whole school will be visiting Dynamic Earth, letters will
follow soon about this. The trip is completely free and a gift from
Dynamic Earth, who are even paying for the buses. All of the
children, from Nursery to P7 will visit over three days. 
11th October - Nursery, P5 and P7
12th October - P1, P2, P5/6 and P6
13th October - P1/2, P3, P3/4, P4
We will use the trip as stimulus for a whole school project on Our
Dynamic Earth. The planning for this will be led by the children, so
look out for exciting activities.

PARKING NEAR THE SCHOOL
Thanks to those who choose to walk and cycle to school each day,
some from quite a distance. We ask that if you are driving to school
you please park mindfully of our neighbours in the adjacent streets.
It can be challenging when so many cars arrive twice a day and the
number will only rise as the school grows. If you can park a little
further away and walk the last section I am sure it would be
appreciated. 

PE KITS
Quite a few of the children still don't have PE kits this session yet. As
a reminder the children should come to school dressed ready for PE
on the two allotted days. The kit should be black or grey leggings,
shorts or joggers with a white or grey t-shirt. The mud in school is a
huge problem over the winter and so could the children please also
have some indoor shoes for PE (plimsoles or trainers). As always if
this is a challenge financially please just let us know and we will be
happy to help.



September Weekend - school closed 16th and 19th September
23rd September - Macmillan Coffee Morning - details to follow
Week beginning 26th - Maths Week 
Week beginning 3rd October - Parent Consultations - letter to follow
Week beginning 10th October - Dynamic Earth visits
4th and 5th October - Dress rehearsals for Junior Tour Guides at the Chapel, 10am. Open to 
parents to come along, details to follow.
October Holiday - 17th-24th October - Pupils return 25th October
24th October - Staff training
26th October- Individual and Family Photgraphs - letter to follow

DATES FOR THE DIARY

 

RELATIONASHIPS AND SEXUAL HEALTH PROGRAMME (RSHP)

In line with schools across Scotland we are beginning to use the new RSHP this session. Details
of the programme can be found here - https://rshp.scot/. A leaflet for parents is also attached.
However we know some of you will also have questions around this so have organised an online
Meet you can join to ask these. This will be on Wednesday 28th September from 6-7pm using
this link - https://meet.google.com/dcx-becc-fst




